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The good news: I have signed my next book contract. The bad news: The book isn’t about maps. Next year
I will be working on taking my textbook A Student’s Guide to Analysis of Variance to its second edition.
Even so, this book will be a useful guide for anyone contemplating research that compares the relative
effectiveness of different maps; crucial for sound evidence-based design.

Date for your diary
We still intend to hold the third Schematic Mapping Workshop in
April 2022 but with a new venue (formerly Würzburg) owing to
one of the chairs moving to new employment. The workshop will
now take place at Ruhr-Universität Bochum on dates soon to be
announced. Check the workshop website for updates, including
the new submission timetable. The scope remains unchanged and
reports on all aspects of schematic map research are welcome.

Map of the Month: Exploring Washington, DC, Part 3: Rounding Off
To complete the exploration of Washington, DC Metro maps from the June and July newsletters, I created
three matching schematics in which curves featured extensively in various ways. None of the design rules
are new: a curvilinear map was created for my original sequence and a concentric circles map joined this
soon after, with a hybrid design appearing later in Newsletter 28.
The concentric circles map is the one that is least changed compared with previously. I have reworked it to
make it less topographically distorting but it has never been a favourite for me, despite the presence of an
inner loop. The problem is that the
ways in which the lines intersect
prevent a nice smooth curve at the
centre, with the Blue and Yellow
Lines parting company awkwardly
above Pentagon. The map is fairly
successful at fulfilling the criteria
for effective design discussed last
month, and was not as awkward
to construct as my Boston version.
Nonetheless, it highlights to me
that just because a network has
a loop, that doesn’t mean that
this will be shown effectively via
a concentric circles approach.
To create a nicer looking central
loop I have played with hybrid
designs that permit more freeform
curves and straight lines. The new
version has an unusual shape at
the centre but makes better use of
space than previously. With simple

line trajectories and no serious
compression or topographical
distortion issues, it is probably one
of the more successful of the nine
designs here. It also implies a
shorter route from Pentagon to
the centre via the Yellow Line
rather than the Blue Line, thus
having the potential to play a
role in overcrowding mitigation.
The curvilinear map also offers
this, with a tamer version than
previously. Although it is more
organic than the hybrid map, the
latter is particularly effective for
simple line trajectories, probably
making it preferable to the wavy,
exuberant curvilinear version.
With nine different maps what
should be the next step? I certainly
wouldn’t choose a winner based
on my own subjective judgement.
Instead, a programme of usabilty
testing would be needed, looking
at the performance of each map
in terms of (1) how easily journeys
can be planned and the network
structure learnt; (2) whether any
passengers can be persuaded to
avoid overcrowded routes; and (3)
whether any maps are particularly
liked or disliked – this should never
be the sole adoption criterion but
user acceptance is nonetheless
important. Ideally there would be
an iterative process in which the
best of the maps are refined as a
result of knowledge gained from
the first round of usability testing
and then evaluated again.
Of course, I do have my own
favourites from amongst these
maps, but it is very important
to keep an open mind and go with the data. There have been some surprises for me amongst the results
of usability testing in the past, and I am sure that there are many more ahead of me in the future.
This exploration of Washington, DC is now complete but I am sure that it won’t be the last word. Map of
the Month will return to London in September, updating two classic designs. To find out what is in store,
subscribe to my newsletter at www.tubemapcentral.com.
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